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So what makes
Matthew Douglas different?

In the complex world of personal finance it can be difficult to know who to trust and which way to turn to
find the best possible advice. Professional financial advice is available on every high street in every town,
but for the really big decisions in life it is essential to do your homework and ensure that any advice you
receive has the greatest chance of being right for you.

Since 2003 Matthew Douglas has been providing quality independent advice to a select number of highly
valued private clients. We rarely advertise preferring to rely on personal introductions from existing clients
or an established group of professional connections who are happy to share their own clients with us.

Independent

Accountable

Always insist on completely 'independent' advice. This ensures that you are
paying your adviser to work for you, in other words, in the best interests of
his client rather than the interests of his employer. Equally he will offer you
the contracts that best serve your need rather than a limited range of
products that his employer may target the adviser to sell.

Having established that your financial adviser is independent, regulated by
the FCA and properly qualified it follows that your adviser will be
accountable for the advice that he gives. This gives you legal protection and
potential redress if you are dissatisfied with the service you receive - this,
after all, is what you are paying for.

Qualified
Ensure that your adviser is properly regulated in the UK by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA). This means your adviser is fully authorised to
offer financial advice and will tell you the areas in which his authorisation is
granted. If you would like clarification on the adviser's areas of expertise,
his disciplinary record and employment history check out the FCA register
on: www.fca.gov.uk/Pages/register/index.shtml
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We acknowledge that we provide a valuable service for our clients based
upon a high level of trust. We do not accept this responsibility lightly and
will never take inappropriate risks with your capital.

In this way you can feel secure in the knowledge that your adviser is
committed to building a long term relationship both with you and with
Matthew Douglas.

All of the portfolios we look after are strictly risk controlled and regularly
monitored to ensure that they match your expectations to give you peace of
mind and feel secure in the choices we make.

This is important for your own peace of mind to know that your adviser is
familiar with your situation and able to offer continuity to find the best
possible solutions for you as your circumstances change.

All of our Wealth Management clients have their own Wealth Manager who
is not only responsible for any initial advice but is also on hand to ensure
the plans that have been agreed at outset remain realistic and achievable.

Adviser remuneration is not defined by individual commissions or targets
but based upon the long term financial health of the company. This is driven
by client satisfaction and retention, furthermore, as a shareholder your
adviser has a vested interest in looking after you and your money!

Through regular annual reviews this is a long term commitment from us to
make sure you remain on track and that your financial health is able to adapt
as your life changes.

This is further encouraged by a fee structure with our clients designed to
maximise our accountability to you and minimise the initial cost of advice.

Your Wealth Manager is professionally qualified with a Diploma in Financial
Planning as defined by the Chartered Insurance Institute (ClI) and,
importantly, shareholding or 'profit share' in the business.
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Money matters made simple

Our solution...

A common problem...

"I want to know what's happening with my
investments when it's convenient to me"

"I don't know how my money is working for me"

If there is a downside to wealth it is the time it takes to keep
your assets working hard for you. Ironically, the wealthier you
become in life the less time you may have to manage your
assets successfully.
None of us want to go from pillar to post finding all of our
documentation then taking the time to pour over them to calculate the
state of our wealth. When you spend time with your financial adviser
you want to use that time planning what is best for your future rather
than wasting time and money on the administration of your investments.

Bond Company X

Today the process of managing your wealth can
be simple; our wealth management service
can bring your investments together in one place.

Investment C

This sounds simple but it makes a profound difference, it
is the logical way to keep track of your investments and will
save you time and money.

Before - how your financial world might look now
ISA Company X
Cash ISA

Cash ISA Company X

You
Investment C
Investment B

The internet has changed our lives forever. Our objective
is to work through the web to bring all your financial
products such as ISA's, pensions and even savings accounts
securely into one place. There you can review a complete
picture of your portfolio before deciding on the best plan
for your future.

After - how your financial world could look

You
Product

Product

Product

Investment

Investment

Investment

Product

Product

Product

Adviser

Cash ISA
Old employer pension

Investment A
4

Investment C
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The
future...

Matthew Douglas will have your pensions and investments collated and updated securely in one
place regardless of where you hold them.

Common
Questions

"I'd like to retire
early and
maximise my
lifestyle"
"I'd like to stop working
full time, but I'm not sure
if I can afford to"

This enables us to focus on planning and looking after your needs
and means that at each review meeting you will be able to see the
complete picture of all your investments helping you focus on the
most important thing - securing your future.
It can help with tax too, as your independent adviser we have access
to the full range of products you may need to take advantage of the
breaks the taxman has on offer.
With the help of Matthew Douglas Wealth Management we can
plan together for multiple goals simply and effectively and work
through plans to understand exactly how these might be achieved
and what is right for you.
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"I want to be in the
best position to
meet my plans"

"I need to know where I
stand with Inheritance Tax
and planning how my
money will be passed on"

"I'm retired and own my own
home, I have savings that I'd
like to protect and would like
to have some income"

"We have family
wealth we would
like to manage"
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What do we
charge?

What do we
charge?

Our role is to make your life less complicated in all areas of your financial planning and make it easy for
you to do business with us - this includes how we are compensated for the work we do for you.

We will provide free advice to you at this office, in your home or indeed at your place of work if you prefer
regardless of your present circumstances.

Written reports

Existing business

Servicing

New business

Cash deposits

Similarly, it is important to us that you can see how we may be able to help
you in the long term; hence we will never charge you for a written report.
What we will do is to provide you with a menu of our charges and detail the
potential cost of our recommendations if you should choose to follow them.

If you would like us to take over the administration of any existing contracts
that you may already hold we will make no initial charge to do this.

Arguably the most important part of your financial planning
arrangements is to ensure that you have continuity and focus
as to how to structure your affairs in the future.

For all new business transactions within a single calendar year
we will levy a charge of 3%, or £300 for each £10,000 invested
with us up to a maximum of £250,000. For further sums
exceeding the first £250,000 the initial charge will drop to 2%.
This charge pays for the time spent to arrange the contracts
proposed and to ensure that everything is arranged to your
satisfaction and in a timely manner; it also includes the benefit
of your adviser's time in reaching his conclusions and reflects
his level of expertise and experience.

We will make no charge relating to any cash deposits we hold
on your behalf or for any recommendations relating to cash
holdings or transactions.

You are under no obligation to accept the advice given but we are hopeful
that you will value the benefit of following the recommendations made.

In many cases this may mean that we would receive any future 'fund based'
fee that this contract may generate. These amounts will be fully disclosed
to you on request.

Initial meetings
We want you to value the work that we do for you and to feel reassured by
our process, therefore we will never charge for an initial meeting.

This requires long term and coherent planning over time to
ensure you remain on track with your original objectives.
Our role is to help you stay aligned to these objectives and work
with you on an agreed basis, this means that you have open
access to your wealth manager as and when you need it with
the offer of an annual face to face meeting.
To pay for this high level of service we typically arrange to
receive a sum equal to 0.75% per annum of the investments
you hold with us. Invariably this is paid for out of the annual
charges applied by your plan providers, details of which will be
issued to you before any transaction is agreed.
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Our Pledge

Meet the team

This business was founded in 2003 with the purpose of lifting the lid on the complex and opaque world of
personal finance, to provide affordable access to truly independent financial advice and to work in
partnership with you to identify and achieve your personal goals.

Matthew Pescott Frost

Rebecca Pescott Frost

Mark Norman

Anthony West

Russell Brett

matthew@matthewdouglas.co.uk

info@matthewdouglas.co.uk

mark@matthewdouglas.co.uk

anthony@matthewdouglas.co.uk

russell@matthewdouglas.co.uk

We will always...

We will never...

• Take responsibility for the advice we give.

• Charge by the hour without your written authority.

• Invite you for a face to face annual review at your home or in our office.

• Charge for initial consultations and reports.

• Provide full 'up to the minute' valuations for you on request.

• Be too busy to discuss your concerns.

• Provide on-line access to the contracts we administer for you through our website.

• Change your adviser without your prior agreement.

• Ensure any contracts or funds into which you invest remain appropriate to your needs.

• Make changes to your portfolio without your written consent.

• Do our very best to minimise your tax liability and keep you updated regarding changes
in tax or legislation in so far as it may affect you.
• Ensure your investments always remain within strictly agreed parameters of risk.
• Where appropriate act in tandem with your accountant or solicitor.
• Provide clear, transparent and concise written details of the cost of advice including
how much we are paid both by you and by the various product providers we may
recommend.
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